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«It’s a vIsual world and 
people respond to vIsuals.»

Joe Sacco

Introduction

Access to the cultural diversity and the develop-
ments of Live-Video on a global scale provides us 
with the opportunity to enter foreign life-worlds.  
It also allows us to explore special and deviant  
concepts and understandings of design processes 
in the domain of Live-Video. 

Applications of Live-Video are becoming increa-
singly important in the global cultural scene.  
Professional video-devices and video-software 
are more affordable and simple to operate, which 
is broadening the user-group. A new cultural 
technique, a new field of work, is developing. This 
field of work is increasingly employed by creative 
artists.

Yet, today there is a growing shortage of profes-
sionals working in this field; people able creating 
authentic contents and having knowledge of the 
elements involved in the creation of genuine perfor-
mances and commercial works. 

This creates the necessity to document works 
of Live-Video and the involved processes, to 
start schools, to resarch and to establish a new  
profession as well as a recognized artform, which 
is not just a sub-description of video art or multi-
media. 

Summary

To understand the documentation, I have provi-
ded an excursus which contains the definition of  
Live-Video acquired during this diploma project, a 
brief overview over the history of Live-Video and a 
brief look to the future of Live-Video.

The project documentation describes the approach 
and process of the diploma project, the research 
about available ressources and the current project 
results.

A section about prospects sketches future inten-
tions of the project. 

The last section discusses the process of the  
project and concludes the initial statement.

In the appendix, along with the usual contents, 
two statements about the project – from the  
external coach (Timon Christen) and an expert in 
Visual Music (Heike Sperling)  – can be found.
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Excursus: Live-Video

Definition of Live-Video
 

Live-Video is the term I use to describe the cultural 
techniques of manipulating, generating and arran-
ging moving images in realtime in order to create 
genuine visual compositions. These techniques can 
also be part of Visual Music.  

Two categories of Visual Music – as described by 
Jack Ox  and Cindy Keefer in 2008 – overlap with 
Live-Video:

«A visualization of music which is the translation 
of a specific musical composition (or sound) into a 
visual language, with the original syntax being emu-
lated in the new visual rendition. This can be done 
with or without a computer. This can also be defined 
as intermedia.

A time based narrative visual structure that is simi-
lar to the structure of a kind or style of music. It is 
a new composition created visually but as if it were 
an aural piece. This can have sound, or exist silent. 
(...)»

Ox/Keefer, 2008

Historical context

The cultural techniques of Live-Video originally 
emerged from the human desire to create a form 
of visual expression, which exceeds the nature of a 
static painting. 

«Since ancient times artists have longed to create 
with moving lights a music for the eye comparable 
to the effects of sound for the ear.» 

Moritz, 1986 

Early experiments with devices to use light as 
an artistic medium began in the 18th century.   

Louis-Bertrand Castel(1)   was the first to  build a 
musical color instrument in 1734 .(2) The french 
composer Telemann(3) called it «Augenorgel (Organ 
for the Eyes)» or «Augenclavicimbel (Ocular Harpsi-
chord)».(4) 

Since then, many people have experimented with 
such devices to produce visuals.(5)

 

Figure 1: Lumia’s twelve subfactors in a graphic equation

At the beginning ot the 20th century, Thomas 
Wilfred(6) was the first to formulate a theory of light 
as a formal artform. With the term «Lumia» he 
described an «(...) eighth art, [...] in which the artists 
sole medium of expression is light.» (7) 

 

Figure 2: The inventor Thomas Wilfred on the console of his 

Clavilux

«to hear wIth eyes  
belongs to love's fIne wIt.»

William Shakespeare, Sonnet 23)

(1) Louis-Bertrand Castel, jesuit priest and French mathematician, 1688-1757.
(2) See Jeremy Strick in Brougher, et al., 2005, p. 70. 
(3)  Georg Philipp Telemann, French composer, 1681-1767.
(4) See Telemann (1939).
(5) Similar inventions are originating from Gottlob Krüger (1743) Frederick Kastner (Pyrophone of 1870), Bainbridge Bishop (1877),  Alexander  
 Rimington (1893), Mary Hallock-Greenewalt (Sarabet von 1919), Adrian Klein (1920) and Alexander Laszlo (Sonchromatoscop of 1925).   
 See Peacock (1988) for further information.
(6) Thomas Wilfred, Danish musician and inventor, 1889-1968, born as Richard Edgar Løvstrom.
(7) See Wilfred (1947) in «THE JOURNAL OF AESTHETICS & ART CRITICISM», p. 247.
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During the 1920s, color performances began to 
boom, met by provoking a «(...) flurry of new organ, 
kaleidoscope and projector patents.»(8). Famous 
inventors and performers – such as Thomas Wilfred 
and Mary Hallock-Greenewalt (USA)(9) or Adrian 
Bernard Klein (UK)(10) – began touring their coun-
tries with transportable machines, showing the sen-
sational new visual effects they had developed.(11)  

In the early 1930s, British engineer Fred Bentham(12) 
envisioned an organ-like device for stage-lighting. 
Rather than being the main part of the perfor-
mance as the color performances were, it was a  
supplement, to set the right mood for musical per-
formances. In 1939 Bentham could build his console 
in King Street Strand Electric Theater. This con-
sole was a huge success and was soon installed in  
leading auditoriums throughout Europe and South 
America. (13)

Examples: lvx.tv/devices »

With the «Liquid Light Shows» beginning to emerge 
from the tradition of color performances in the 
middle of the 20th century development began to 
take place. Through manipulation of wet paints and 
other liquids on an overhead-projector the crea-
tive potential of this device was explored by the art 
professor Seymour Locks(14) as wells as light artist 
Elias Romero(15). The technique was then picked up 
by the Beat Generation(16)  and contributed to light-
show culture . (17) 

Figure 3: The Joshua Light Show with Frank Zappa and the 

Mothers of Invention, the Mineota Theater, Long Island, New York, 

20 December 1967 

Figure 4:  A projection setup using coloured alcohol and mineral 

oil. The mixture is pressed between glass plates. If the liquid is 

heated, the bubbles will start moving and blending.

The use of «Liquid Light Shows» supplementarily to 
musical performances was soon widely introduced 
at venues in San Francisco, Los Angeles, New York, 
and London. Light shows were created for art-
events and rock concerts, where their performance 
accompanied acts such as Pink Floyd, The Who, 
Janis Joplin, Jimi Hendrix and many others.(18)

Examples: lvx.tv/liquid »

 

Figure 5:  Still of a video generated with the Rutt-Etra Synthesizer

In the 1970s, the first realtime videosynthesizers 
came into existence. Innovators like Steve Rutt and 
Bill Etra(19) built machines for the realtime creation 
and manipulation of moving images. A wide variety 
of electronic videosynthesizers have been const-
ructed by engineers and artists since then.

Examples: lvx.tv/synth »

(8) See Spinrad/Uto, 2005, p. 18.
(9) Mary Elizabeth Hallock-Greenewalt, American inventor and pianist , 1871–1951.
(10) Adrian Bernard L. Klein (changed his name to Adrian Cornwell-Clyne), British author and inventor, 1892–1969.
(11) See Spinrad/Uto, 2005, p. 18.
(12) Fred Bentham, British artist, engineer and pioneer in stage-lighting, 1911 – 2001.
(13)  See Spinrad/Uto, 2005, p. 18.
(14) Seymour Locks, American art professor at San Francisco State College, was the first to artistically experiment with overhead-projectors. 
(15)  Elias Romero, american poet and artist and former student of Seymour Locks, is often referred to as the «godfather» of «Liquid Light Shows».
(16) The Beat Generation was, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, a movement of young people in the 1950s and early 1960s who rejected
  conventional society, valuing free self-expression.
(17) See  Spinrad/Uto (2005), p. 19.
(18) Compare Kerry Bougher in Brougher, et al., 2005, p. 159, Spinrad/Uto (2005), p. 20 and «The World’s Largest List of Psychedelic  
 Lightshows.»
(19)  Bill Etra (Born March 27, 1947) and Steven Alexander Rutt (February 26, 1945 – May 20, 2011),  Americen Live-Video pioneers and inventors  
 of the «Rutt/Etra Video Synthesizer».

A few artists, such as Nam June Paik(20), experimen-
ted with the Portapak Camera(21) to create realtime 
video performances during the late 1960s, but the 
technology was too expensive to be adopted widely.
(22)

In the late 1970s, a tipping point was reached with 
the arrival of affordable VCRs(23) opening up «[...] 
vistas of video source materials for capturing, tra-
ding and simple [...] editing [...] »(24) . During this 
era, progressive dance clubs in New York, such as 
the Peppermint Lounge installed video monitors 
and began to play underground video mixes. At the 
dawn of the 80s club scene and with new professi-
onal video mixing hardware coming on the market, 
the new creative territory of club-video was sprea-
ding. (26)

The Peppermint Lounge became an underground 
«VJ-University», training staff in the new art form.

With the emergence of MTV in 1981, a lot of artists 
were drawn away from the local VJ-scene and the 
new «[...] club-video look that informed MTV [...]» (27)  

found its way into advertising. (28) 

Figure 6:  The Fairlight Computer Video Instrument

Another technical revolution emerged with the 
release of the Fairlight Computer Video Instrument 
in 1984, allowing artists to produce various effects, 
which are today instantly identified with the visual 
language of the 80s. (29)

Many people from the club-video scene were drawn 
to the raves of the late 80s and early 90s and were 
performing live at its events. Unlike the DJs who 
had standardised equipement, they had arrived the 

first to setup all their technical gear and left the 
last, after disassembling their setup. (30)

The 90s brought out the new genre of audio-visual 
with pioniering acts such as Emergency Broadcast 
Network, Coldcut and Addictive TV. Rather than 
doing visuals to accompany music, both a sound and 
a visual component was created and performed in 
parallel. 

Examples: lvx.tv/av »

To make it easier, artists started to create software 
dedicated to realtime video manipulation. The first 
two publicly available examples were «arKaos VJ» 
and «VJamm», released in the late 1990s . (31)

The new millenium started with an explosion of 
new, cost-effective tools like projectors, software 
and hardware dedicated to realtime video applica-
tions. The increased bandwith of the internet esta-
blished new means of distribution and laptop com-
puters became powerful enough to process video 
in realtime. They became also portable enough to 
be carried along and plugged into a projector or a 
videomixer.  When Edirols popular videomixer V4  

came out, it met the requirements of a standardi-
sed VJ-setup.

With new tools for distribution, instant production, 
and a broader accessibility due to lower costs and 
higher utility, VJs and realtime video performers 
were popping up everywhere around the planet. 
This resulted in the diversification of Live-Video, 
as it was now not only tied to a club environment, 
but had also found its way into other concepts of 
work as well as into commercially more interesting 
environments. 
With the increasing power of computers and soft-
ware, sophisticated use of «projection mapping»(32)  
became possible for a wider user-group. This ope-
ned up a new dimension, as now not only a flat rec-
tangle but also threedimensional objects became 
the canvas of the Live-Video artist. At the current 
time, this is resulting in cutting-edge applications 
like stage shows and architectural mappings crea-
ting jaw-dropping threedimensional illusions.

Examples: lvx.tv/mapping »

(20) Nam June Paik (1932 – 2006) , Korean American artist, is considered to be the first video artist, according Wardrip-Fruin (2003),  
 p. 227.
(21) The Portapak Camera, a battery powered self-contained video tape analog recording system that can be carried by one  
 person.
(22) See Spinrad/Uto, 2005, p. 21 – 24.
(23) Video Cassette Recording (VCR), early analog video recording format designed in 1972 by Philips, first successful  
 consumer-level video recording system.
(24 - 31) See Spinrad/Uto, 2005, p. 21 – 24.
(32) Projection mapping, a technique used to «map» the output of a video projector on threedimensional surfaces.

http://lvx.tv/devices
http://lvx.tv/liquid
http://lvx.tv/synth
http://lvx.tv/av
http://lvx.tv/mapping
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Categories of Live-Video

Works of Live-Video can be categorized under the 
following labels, whereby more than one category 
can apply to a work of Live-Video:

«Live-Video performance» is defined through 
one or more individuals performing the manipula-
tion, creation and arrangement of moving images 
in realtime to create authentic visual compositions. 
Examples of this category are the works of a VJ or 
Visualist, in audio-visual performances and works 
of Live-Cinema(33).

Figure 7:  The Light Surgeons performing their Live-Cinema docu-

mentary  «Supereverything»

«Live-Video production» is a defined as a process 
of using techniques of Live-Video to produce pre-
servable works which can be played back. 

«Live-Video installations» are spatially installed  
works which involve the generation of moving 
images in realtime.

Figure 8:  Live-Video installation by AntiVJs’ Joanie Lemercier 

The future of Live-Video

It can be assumed, that cost-intensive output  
mediums like LED-screens, laser video projec-
tors and moving video heads will get cheaper and 
will be more widely adopted. Also the trend to work  
with higher video-resolutions will continue as  
computing-hardware improves. 

More performers will be drawn to promising for-
mats like Live-Cinema, projection mapping and 
audio-visual performance and new formats for  
cultural and commercial applications will emerge.

With the increasing bandwith of internet-connec-
tions, experiments with new means of perfor-
mance, which are not tied to a physical place, will 
take place. 

Hopefully, more schools and universities will 
include Live-Video in their curriculi and genuine 
programs will appear on the educational landscape.

(33) Live-Cinema is a genre in which a narative film is created in realtime.
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(1) Louis-Bertrand Castel, french mathematician, 1688-1757.

(2) Georg Philipp Telemann, french composer, 1681-1767.

(3) As described in Telemann (1939).

(4) Similar inventions are originating from Gottlob Krüger (1743) Frederick Kastner (Pyrophone of 1870), Bainbridge Bishop (1877), Alexander   

 Rimington (1893), Mary Hallock-Greenewalt (Sarabet von 1919), Adrian Klein (1920) and Alexander Laszlo (Sonchromatoscop of 1925).

 These and more are listed in Peacock (1988).

(5) Thomas Wilfred, danish musician and inventor, 1889-1968, born as Richard Edgar Løvstrom

(6) As described in Wilfred (1947).

(7) As described in Spinrad (2005).

Project documentation

Personal motivation 

Working in the field of Live-Video as a visual jockey 
over the past five years has provided me with new 
tools for instant artistic expression. 

In my experience, Live-Video is often undervalued 
both in terms of recognition and appreciation of the 
artist as well as in the research and documentation 
of these phenomena.

In my diploma project I wanted to delve deeper into 
this topic and to document global developments in 
the field of Live-Video – not just to create an over-
view, but to encorage more artists and professio-
nals to use techniques of Live-Video as a tool in their 
works and products.

Approach and process 

In a first study of the existing documentation related 
to Live-Video, it became apparent, that no overview 
existed which includes the developments of the last 
ten years. 

In autumn 2011, I created a team in order to pro-
duce a documentary film on Live-Video. It was our 
aim to produce a film which portrayed the new and 
exciting progress in the domain of Live-Video. The 
starting point was to lay out a framework in which 
to evaluate artists to be portrayed, to brainstorm 
about stories to be told and about target groups to 
be adressed. 

The framework for evaluation was laid out in the 
form of an interactive information graphic, where 
the artists can submit their information and receive 
an instant visualisation of their work orientation.
 

Figure 9: Information graphic about the work orientation of Live-Vi-

deo artists intended to use for artist evaluation

Information graphic: lvx.tv/artists »

A teaser was produced to engage artists to partici-
pate in the project.

Figure 10: Video still of the teaser produced to engage artists to 

contribute to the documentation project, which was called «video-

laboratory» at the time.

Teaser: lvx.tv/videolaboratory »

To draw attention to our project the flanking mea-
sure of research on an open source controller for a 
DVI-Mixer(34) was started. 

State of resarch: lvx.tv/dvimixer »

The information graphic was a success, as many 
artists participated, but a meeting with the young 
movie director Ramòn Giger resulted in doubts as 
to whether the right format of documentation had 
been chosen.

The reconsideration of the initial resarch on state 
of the art documentary films and literature about 
Live-Video related topics, concluded that such a  
dynamic and ever-changing field of work can not be 
sustainably discussed and explored through a linear 
medium, such as conventional documentary film. 

An iteration took place, where the process was  
rethought. A second research phase was initiated, 
with the aim of creating a format which can sustain-
ably grow and change together with Live-Video.

The concept of a dynamic, community-driven pro-
ject arose, an interactive platform to provide both 
newcomers and the interested community with a 
framework within which they can share insights and 
basic knowledge. This should allow them to either 
start their first Live-Video projects, or improve their 
existing Live-Video applications and workflows.

«Knowledge does not Keep 
any better than fIsh.»

Alfred North Whitehead

(34) This mixer enables working with high video-resolutions at a low cost by mixing two sources of the Digital Visual Interface (DVI).

http://lvx.tv/artists
http://lvx.tv/videolaboratory
http://lvx.tv/dvimixer
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Of course, the key to a community project is to  
attract an interested community. The strategy to do 
this, was to have basic content as well as short video 
documentation of cutting edge artists, events and 
projects available when going public.

The branding process had a profound effect on 
the concept. By building the brand framework, it  
became clear, that the concept contains all the  
aspects required of an educational institute.  
Therefore the project was named «LVX.TV Institute 
For Live-Video». This resulted in another iteration 
process where the concept for the current product 
was redesigned.

Figure 11: Compact version of the logotype for LVX.TV

The LPM(33) 2012 in Rome provided an opportunity 
to meet artists and developers from all over the  
world, to interview them and to document their work 
as well as the event itself. 
At the time writing this document, work is still being 
done on video documentation about artists and  
products and on the public beta of the interactive 
platform which will be the starting point of the «Ins-
titute For Live-Video».

Team

The team constantly changed throughout the pro-
ject. We encourage you to have a look at the current 
team:

lvx.tv/team »

Research 

As the project is called «LVX.TV Institute For 
Live-Video it is vital to clarify the terms «Institute» 
and «Live-Video».

According to the Oxford English Dictionary an insti-
tute is characterized as  «(...) an organization having 
a particular purpose, especially one that is involved 
with science, education, or a specific profession (...)» 

The Excursus (see above, page 4 - 7) contains the 
results of the research about what we suggest to 
call Live-Video and about its origins. In the litera-
ture there is no mention of the term Live-Video.  

In order to understand, why this term was chosen 
for the «Institute For Live-Video», existing defini-
tions and their disadvantages for the project have 
been layed out.

Definitions

There have been various attempts to categorize the 
phenomena to be found in the domain of Live-Video.

One of the broadest related terms is Visual Music. 
According to the definition of Visual Music by Jack 
Ox and Cindy Keefer in 2008, not only timebased 
narrative visual structures and translations of  spe-
cific musical  compositions into a visual language 
qualify a work as Visual Music. The definition also 
includes the translation of image to sound as well as 
static visual compositions based on music. 

Video art is a genre of fine arts, therefore such 
works are to be appreciated primarily for their  
imaginative, aesthetic, or intellectual content. This 
excludes works done exclusively for commercial 
purposes. Most of the works labelled video art are 
also lacking the realtime aspect. 

Live-Video involves realtime interaction with moving 
images, therefore Visual Music and video art cannot 
be categorized as such.

The term VJing describes the work of a Visual  
Jockey or a Visualist. A Visual Jockey is an artist 
who creates and mixes video, live and syncronised 
to music, in clubs or at concerts. This is not to be 
confused with the Video Jockey who conducts a TV 
program featuring music videos. 
Many artists improvising with visuals are calling 
themselves Visualists, because they dont want 
to be confused with Video Jockeys and because 
they find that their work is broader than that of a 
Visual Jockey.

The definition of VJing is too narrow to qualify for 
the intention to unify the current cultural techniques  
described by Live-Video. Because it is tied to a club 
or concert environment many current applications 
of Live-Video such as projection mapping are   
excluded in the definition of VJing.

Reconsidering these definitions, the term Live-Vi-
deo is the most appropriate in order to establish the 
institution aimed for.

State of the art

As Live-Video is still in the process of being defined, 
several books, documentary films and internet  
ressources have to be mentioned because they are 
representing the state of the art in documentation 
about VJing and Visual Music.

Worth mentioning are the two most popular publi-
cations about VJing:

-  «The VJ Book» by Paul Spinrad and Melissa Uto, 
 published in 2005, containes information about  
 VJing, its history and its technical aspects as well  
 as a DVD, with software, clips and historical in- 
 formation .

-  «VJ: Audio-Visual Art and VJ Culture» by Michael  
 Faulkner, published 2006, takes a similar aproach  
 as «The VJ Book». The book combines how-to-do,  
 showcase and reference elements, opening with  
 a series of articles on contextual and historical  
 issues. 

Both books, due to their publishing date, do not in-
clude recent developments such as projection map-
ping and innovations in hard- and software.

There are four worthwile documentary films:

-  «Video Out» by Meredith Finkelstein and Paul  
 Vlachos. This documentary film tells the story  
 of Live-Video art over the last thirty years. It was  
 produced 2005.

-  «Lumia» by Paul Vlachos and Meredith Finkel-
 stein. This documentary film was produced in  
 2006 and documents the innovative Thomas  
 Wilfred and his Lumia machine.

-  «CTRL ALT SHIFT» by Dean G Moore and Simon  
 Lane (2008), features interviews and footage from  
 British artists.

-  «Augmented Reality - Projection Mapping» by  
 Dane Luttik. It is a short documentary about the  
 projection mapping works of AntiVJs’ Joanie Le-
 mercier and of Jean-Michel Verbeeck. This film  
 was produced 2012.

Trailers and films: lvx.tv/documentary »

Except for the recently released short documen-
tary «Augmented Reality - Projection Mapping», the 
available were all produced less then eight years 
ago. Meanwhile much has changed and new appli-
cations like projection mapping have emerged. This 
shows that the topic is a rapidly changing field of 
work.

The need to maintain up-to-date documentation 
and content has been made manifest in various on-
line-projects. 

Most of the major open-source, freeware and com-
mercial software dedicated to Live-Video applica-
tions maintain forumcommunities and blogs, which 
are mainly software-centered or showing the work 
of artists using their software.  

Find them in our comprehensive overview: 

lvx.tv/sofware »

There are some independent blogs regularly docu-
menting new applications, innovations and works. 
These are three of the most popular: 

-  «Createdigitalmotion» (createdigitalmotion.com)
-  «LeCollagiste VJ» (blog.lecollagiste.com)
-  «Everything visual» (everythingvisual.net)

Some internet projects are built to facilitate of exch-
anging and remixing of content:

-  «Videopong» (videopong.net)
-  «VJTube» (vjtube.net)

More popular resources are: 

-  «The Visual Music Archive» (visualmusicarchive.org)  
 is a non-institutional and highly subjective collec-
 tion of inspirational works from the ever expan- 
 ding field of Visual Music

-  «The VJForums» (vjforums.com) is the most popu-
 lar forum dedicated to VJing. 

-  «AV:in» (audiovisualacademy.com) offers an  
 introduction to new media and audiovisual arts.

Some innovative schools in the fields of new media 
are already offering courses related to Live-Video 
like Uni Weimar in Germany, Kaos Pilots in Denmark 
or the Institut HyperWerk in Switzerland.

Figure 12: Interactive video installation by Daniel Shiffman resul-

ting from a course at Uni Weimar in Germany 

http://lvx.tv/team
http://lvx.tv/documentary
http://lvx.tv/software
http://createdigitalmotion.com
http://blog.lecollagiste.com
http://everythingvisual.net
http://videopong.net
http://vjtube.net
http://visualmusicarchive.org
http://vjforums.com
http://audiovisualacademy.com
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Product innovation

The product innovation is not a technical one.  
Although we considered state of the art design 
techniques when creating the website - such as 
responsive webdesign - constant innovation lies at 
the heart of the concept. All content and even the 
structure of the website is a challenge for communi-
ty improvement. This is the key feature which differs 
from existing offers relating to Live-Video.

Partners

At this point it is appropriate to mention the most 
important partner so far: The LPM in Rome has  
provided us with a major opportunity to get in  
contact with influental artists and innovators. As 
numerous organisations and individuals are inte-
rested in a partnership, we encourage you to have a 
look at the list of our partners:

lvx.tv/partners »

Necessity and value

The point has been reached, where it is vitaly neces-
sairy to document works of Live-Video and the  
involved processes, to start schools, to research 
and to establish a new profession as well as a reco-
gnized artform.
The creation of the proposed «Institute For Live-Vi-
deo» is not only justified by the shortage of profes-
sionals in the field, but by the speedy pace at which 
offers in this field become outdated or obsolete.

The Institute For Live-Video not only has the poten-
tial to bring economic value to businesses by me-
ans of professionalisation of Live-Video as a tool for 
realtime production, it can also bring culture value 
and establish a unified field of study

Evaluation of possibilities

The following table represents a subjectiv valuation, 
which is based on previous research. It was used to 
evaluate the possibilities of formats and tools and 
how to use them in the process of building the Insti-
tute of Live-Video: 

Format Cost Work 

effort

Supply

 (x2)

Impact Total

Blog 1 3 8 (16) 2
1+3+16/2

10

Comunity 
platform 

2 4 3 (6) 3
2+4+6/3

4

Educational 
course

5 4 1 (2) 4
5+4+12/4

5.25

Experimental
 

research
4 6 1 (2) 2

4+6+2/2

6

Forum 1 2 8 (16) 2
1+2+16/2

8

University 10 10 0 (0) 6
10+10/6

3.33

Video 
documentation

4 6 3 (6) 5
4+6+6/5

3.2

Video tutorials 2 3 8 (16) 3
2+3+16/3

7

Method: The valuation was done in context of the project on a sca-

le form zero to ten. Supply stands for the already available offers 

and its value was doubled. Cost, effort and supply were then ad-

ded and divided through the valuation of the impact. 

Towards a solution!

Based on the resarch and the evaluation of possibi-
lities, the goal is to build an educational body, with 
a strong use of video documentation as a tool for  
research and education

The current strategy is to create a community plat-
form not just for the sake of the community, but in 
order to maintain, augment and keep all the availab-
le offers, contents and resources up-to-date.

Experimental research and the initiation of a uni-
versitary program are not prioritary elements at 
the moment, but the goal is to aim towards those 
possibilities.

For now, it makes little sense, to maintain a forum, 
a blog and to produce own video tutorials as the im-
pact is low, and the existing offers are numerous. 
The strategy is to include the existing offers in the 
educational program. 

Current results

The product comes together in a website, which is 
currently structured in three sections. 

The «Learn» section is dedicated to people just 
starting to work with Live-Video. This section featu-
res a guided way of learning.
It contains a chapter dedicated to getting star-
ted with practical tips, and excercises which 
can help to start the first Live-Video project. A 
selection of basic tutorials for beginners faci-
litates access to specific topics in an easy way. 
A comprehensive overview of knowledge and facts
about important technical details such as hardware, 
software, videoresolutions, aspect-ratios, video-
connectors and adapters helps to overcome techni-
cal problems and to get information about how basic 
setups work. An excursus about Live-Video helps 
one to learn about the origins and the definiton of 
Live-Video.

The «Explore» section is dedicated to interested 
amateurs as well as to more advanced users. This 
section features a more explorative way of brow-
sing. 
A chapter dedicated to documentation shows video 
documentation about artists, events and products 
invites to explore special and deviant concepts 
and understandings of design processes in the 
domain of Live-Video. The interactive information 
graphic facilitates the exploration of artists and 
their work. The complete selection of tutorials and 
a collection of knowledge helps to improve existing 
Live-Video applications and workflows. A chap- 
ter about research done in the domain of Live-Video 
features projects executing experimental research.

The «Teach» section is an invitation to everyone, to 
contribute their knowledge and to maintain improve 
and complete existing content.

Product status

The product is still at the alpha stage. Currently, 
major work is being done on two topics. The most 
important one is to get to a beta stage, which should 
happen soon. Another topic worked on are the nu-
merous video documentations, featuring interviews 
and works of artists and innovators. It is interesting, 
that here the diploma circle is completed, as we have 
enough material to produce a short documentary  
film.

http://lvx.tv/partners
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Figure 13: Visualisation of past and excpected concept development over time
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Figure 15: Current overview of the «Learn»-section

Figure 17: Responsive webdesign of LVX.TV, the content automatically fits to the width of the browser window or the device.Figure 16: Current implementation of the visual reference to engage users to contribute

Product visuals
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TIME

PUBLIC BETA

WORK EFFORT       
CONTRIBUTIONS
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(1) Louis-Bertrand Castel, french mathematician, 1688-1757.

(2) Georg Philipp Telemann, french composer, 1681-1767.

(3) As described in Telemann (1939).

(4) Similar inventions are originating from Gottlob Krüger (1743) Frederick Kastner (Pyrophone of 1870), Bainbridge Bishop (1877), 

Alexander    Rimington (1893), Mary Hallock-Greenewalt (Sarabet von 1919), Adrian Klein (1920) and Alexander 

Laszlo (Sonchromatoscop of 1925).

 These and more are listed in Peacock (1988).

(5) Thomas Wilfred, danish musician and inventor, 1889-1968, born as Richard Edgar Løvstrom

(6) As described in Wilfred (1947).

(7) As described in Spinrad (2005).

Prospects

The next steps of the project - after public beta - 
will be to sketch out a business model and to get 
funding for the creation of a product, which will  
allow frontend editing of the contents an thereby 
ease the process for the community to contribute 
their knowledge.

Another goal is to make periodical competitions with 
sponsored prices for the best contributions and do-
cumentations. We are already working on concepts 
for this flanking measure. 

With these prospects, there is a possibility, that  
while the effort to administer the website is growing 
in a linear way, the contributions will grow exponen-
tially. 

Parallel to the internet platform it is planned to 
organise courses for real-world study and – in the 
near future - we aim to establish a unified field of 
study a well as university programs in the domain 
of Live-Video.

Figure 18: Possible growth of work effort and and community contributions related to LVX.TV

«we cannot predIct  
the future, but we can 
Invent It.»

Dandridge M. Cole
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Discussion

Process reflection

By engaging in this diploma project, I have had the 
opportunity to meet many innovative people who are 
well placed in the communities related to Live-Vi-
deo. This has helped me and it will be of importance 
as the project progresses further.

Studying the available sources, I gained expertise in 
the history of Live-Video and in its current develop-
ments. This has allowed me, to develop a provisio-
nal theory of the progressive field based on my own 
understanding. It is not important that this theory 
might be wrong or unfinished, as it will constantly 
change over time.

A delaying factor is, that in contrast to Live-Video, 
a video documentation usually takes longer to pro-
duce than planned. Also I have underestimated the 
workforce required to produce video documenta-
tion of high-quality. Instead of having two people 
on camera an interviewer and an interviewee, an 
additional person who is director would have been  
neccessairy.

During the project I have become familiar with best 
practise and state of the art webdesign and come 
in contact with cutting-edge concepts such as «res-
ponsive-webdesign»(35) and «mobile first»(36). 

Having constantly had to rethink the concept in re-
action to the developments in all the processes in-
volved in the project, has obliged me to be open to 
new and unintended advances and lucky incidents. 
It was a challenge to constantly resize the intended 
products into manageable steps. 

The process of assembling a team was not an easy 
one. Due to unforeseen developments regarding the 
concept, the team has changed too. First, the team 
was created to suit the purpose of producing a do-
cumentary film. I had difficulty maintainig the moti-
vation of those who were working on a story for the 
documentary film. These difficulties turned out to 
be one of the lucky incidents, which were to shift the 
focus of the project. 

With our experiments in creating an open-source 
controller for a DVI-mixer we have made good pro-
gress. Fortunately, Toby Harris(37) who was working 
on a similar project for years announced a finished 

product in August 2012, which has made our cont-
roller project obsolete and taken the task out of our 
hands.

I am convinced that my diploma project will be of 
importance in my future professional life - not only 
because I have gained expertise in many different 
fields of work, but more importantly because has 
provided me with the challenging aim of creating an 
Institue For Live-Video which is recognized as part 
of the educational landscape.

Conclusion

The recent technique of Live-Video - projection 
mapping - is experiencing such a boom of new com-
mercial and cultural works, that it must be conside-
red as a fact that the importance of Live-Video on a 
global scale is growing and that its user-groups are 
developing new applications.

Examples: lvx.tv/mapping »

The interviews done by LVX.TV clearly show, that a 
new cultural technique, a new field of work, is de-
veloping. Many statements in these interviews sup-
port the assumptions that this field is increasingly 
employed by creative artists and that there is a need 
to start schools, to research and to establish a new 
profession as well as a recognized artform.

Examples: lvx.tv/documentation 

The necessity to document works of Live-Video and 
the processes involved is due to the ephemerality of 
the realtime aspect - which makes works in many 
cases unpreservable. It is also crucial for educati-
onal purposes. 

Based on my findings, I am convinced, that there is 
an increasing shortage of professionals working in 
this rapidly developing field. 

Therefore an Institute which documents, resear-
ches and educates young people in these develop-
ments must be a vital element of Live-Video itself.

(35) Responsive webdesign is a technique to adapt the layout of the website to the viewing environment.
(36) Mobile first is the concept of beginning the design process with the layout for mobile devices.
(37) Toby Harris (also named toby*spark) is a British artist, designer, engineer.

«I am learnIng all the tIme.  
the tombstone wIll be my 
dIploma.»

Eartha Kitt

http://lvx.tv/mapping
http://lvx.tv/documentation
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Project statements

Statement of external coach

Timon Christen is founder of the swiss VJ-label 
«Videokultur», holder of the Basel–based media 
design enterprise «modulwerk» and is working 
on an international publication about VJing named 
«VisualJockey».

Figure 19: Timon Christen working on a Live-Video project

The last ten years were certainly the most revealing 
for Visual Jockeys and their self-conception. 
Due to constant advances in technology, they have 
been in a state of permanent professional identity 
crisis. The rapid technological developments and 
the invention of new channels of communication via 
new media in our consumer as well as in our cul-
tural society are also promoting the rapid increase 
in the numbers of VJs. These artists operating bet-
ween music culture and video art are operating 
interdisciplinarily as video generators at festivals, 
in clubs, TV shows, museums and galleries.

These recent developments and also the accompa-
nying related questions stemming from the origin 
and history of Live-Video have been moving increa-
singly into the focal point of art and design schools 
over the last few years (with offers at Uni Weimar 
DE, at Kaos Pilots DK or at the Institut Hyperwerk 
FHNW CH).

The steadily increasing interest of the general pub-
lic in Live-Video related projects and the growing-
demand of young artists, graphic designers, light 
technicians and of course newcomers has incread-
sed the pressing need to professionalise and  ins-
titutionalise the exchange of knowledge in this fied 
of work.

In this background, one of the following scenarios 
can - in my opinion - emerge from and with the help 
of LVX.TV:

- The establishment of an educational course in the 
form of online study is foreseeable (as offered in 
other topics in several universities in Europe, Asia 
and America).

- Specialized courses for Live-Video applications, 
including the core issues of video technology, arti-
stic and graphic dealing with video (video art and 
motion graphics) as well as spatial design with light 
- respectively projection, could be realized in Swit-
zerland at the universities of Basel or Zurich with 
the support of external experts.

- A specialisation offer within an existing university 
course, for example in Basel within visual commu-
nications or at the HyperWerk as well as in Zurich 
within the field of media arts, could thoroughly be 
realized as a response to this recent demand.

«the future Is now.»
Nam June Paik
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Expert statement

Dr Heike Sperling is founder and executive editor of 
the Visual Music Archive and professor for Digital 
Visual Media / Visual Music at the Institute For Music 
And Media (IMM) of Düsseldorf’s Robert Schumann 
School of Music and Media.

Figure 20: Professor Dr Heike Sperling (photo © Thomas Spallek)

«The approach of the project «LVX.TV Institute For 
Live-Video» is to create an appropriate platform to 
document and share knowledge regarding the ever 
expanding and rapidly changing fields of work rela-
ted to realtime interaction with video.

Niculin Barandun and his team created an online 
platform for studying and researching this field of 
expertise. It is an interesting approach to unify cul-
tural techniques beyond VJing – which involve real-
time video manipulation, arrangement and creation 
– under the hypernym «Live-Video». 

There are many blogs, communities and projects 
dedicated to developments related to «Live-Video», 
most of them document knowledge in a static way - 
with the disadvantage that the information becomes 
quickly outdated. The idea of setting up a community 
to constantly improve and complement contents is a 
valid solution to this problem. 
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